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ABSTRACT 

This paper oummarlsea data obtalmch preoperational teeb of the Army Palm 
Radiation Faclllty Reactor. L)urlrg t$a testa a p”se with a yield of 6.06 x 10” 
flsslone was obtained. whtch lc &me ttmee larger than the anticipated maxi- 
mum operational yield. The cenWz %Mrd of UK #Piety block wan melted. The 
centrally located fuel No were &&r&xl, and cracks have appeared between 
the holes and the inner dtameter. Ils bolta were stretched and rllghtly bent tnit 
not broken. The pulne rod, reg&diq rod, and maee adjustment rod were 
sltghtly bent. Moat of the U -10 w& Mo fuel parta M longer meet the ort@al 
spedflc8tio~ and must be replsx6fsz @se operation. There m little or no 
damage to rod drive. eupportr. e& 00 werexpoeure to radiation of the opera- 
tions pereonnel. and no detectable uXernal or airborne radtoacttve buuda. A 
number of changee in design. lnntzwenta uon, 8nd procedure are being mxlle to 
place the reactor into full 0perathmrBlmla of apprwdmately 2 X 10’ fl~lom/ 
puhe 8nd 10 kw steady *t&e. 

This pnper describes a prelhbary analysis of preoperational tests 
performed on the Army Pulse WJiaUon Facility Reactor (APRFR) at 
the RallisUc Research Laboratariq Aberdeen Proving Ground, bfary- 
hm!. These tcsta started WI& axe assembly on July 17, 1968, nnd 
ended with pqlc_. 68-34 $i31p.$amcl a yield of 6.09 x 10” iissions. -_ . __._ _-._-- ___ 
The yield of this pulse was COIYSWIU y larger than expected, 8nd as 8 
result tbe reactor core was &swig&. There was no other damage to 
other p8rts of the reactor, no d&e&able external or airborne radiation 
hazards, and no overexposurcxQersonnel to greater t4um norm8l oc- 
cupational radiation levels. 

The primary cause of this Ibrrcmartent high yield appears at prer- 
ent to be &at the reactivity of ~&+JE& .rod passed through a msximum 

Jefor_e_~r~ching ita seated jxm&aa. An initiation occurred ~earbg .~~ - _.._.. __-- - -_- 

w 

. 

. . 
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3ojo.n.. so that a larger value of reactiv;:y was effective rather than I__ ____._.,__-. .- _--. - - ._---- .--.-----.-- ~-- 
the expected and measured value-at the seated position. --_--. _ -.. . - __ 

Under the section on reactor assembly and prepulse tests, pre- 
pulse calibration data are summarized and the assembly tested at 
APRFR is compared with the assembly tested at the Critical Expert- 
ment Facility (CEF) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). In this 
paper the initial pulse operation, including the maximum yield pulse 
and the postulated cause for the maximum pulse, are discussed, and a 
summary of reactor damage is given. The steps required to confirm 
the postulated cause of the maximum pulse and the steps required for 
resumption of APRFR operation are discussed under Conclusions, 
These steps are (I) replacement of damaged core parts; (2) per- 
formance of pulse-rod, regulating-rod, and mass-adjustment-rod 
calibrations at steady-state conditions to obtain data required to 
determine if the postulated cause can account quantitatively for all 
features of the excursion; and (3) changes in design, instrumentation, 
and operating procedures to permit operation of the APRFR with 
requisite safety at full-performance levels. 

REACTOR ASSEMBLY AND PREPULSE TESTS 

Initial Configurrtion 

Reactor assembly for the preoperational tests was begun at APRF 
(Army Pulse Radiation Facility) in July 1968 following receipt of 
requisite safety approvals. Personnel involved included APRF staff 
and two specialists from ORNL. 

Fuel =:.x8 were selected according to size and mass to achieve a 
critical core configuration with the thermocouple-instrumented fuel 
ring as close as possible to the center of the total core height. This is 
desirable since these thermocouples are used to monitor core temper- 
atures which are maximum near the center of the core. Nine fuel bolts 
were each matched with an Inconel nut and lubricated with Holykote 
505 to help assure free movement. The pulse tad, mass adjustment 
rod, regulating rod, and safety block were assembled. A number of 
nonfuel components are involved in the reactor assembly. These are 
listed tn Table 1. The assembly is shown schematically in Fig. 1. 
Table 2 lists the approach-to-critical steps. The reactor first went 
critical at 1442 on July 24, 1968. 

Followtng configuration E’ on July 24, 1968, core F was assembled 
with a measured core height of 20.09 cm. This configurtfon pro- 
vided adequate control range on the regulzrttng rod and mass adjustment 
rod and was the hpsic core used In alJ expertments during thts part of 
the APRFR preoperational tests. Detailed information on core F fuel 
components is g&en ln Table 3. 
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Table I 
NONFUEL COXI1’ONEhT.S C’SEI) FUR 

AI’HFR CORE ASSEMBLY 

Item 
Number 

rcqulrcd 

Core-support rtng 
Safety tube 
Glory hole her 
Cooling shroud 
Safety cage 
Control-rod liners 
Satety-block air deflector 
Core bolt spacers. I9 mm t’/‘ In.) 
Core bolt spacers. 6.35 mm t’/( in.) 
Core bolt nuts 
Safety-tube locking adaptors 
Thermocouple inserts 
Safety-block set Bcrew 
Regulating-rod adaptor 
Mass-adJustment-rod adaptor 
Pulse-rod adaptor 
Several small pins and set screws 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 

15 
9 
6 
3 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Table 2 
APPROACH-TO-CRITICAL CONFIGURATIONS OF APRFR 

tire 
designation 

Fuel alloy Core 
mas8, height, Time 

kg cm Date assembled 

A 81.013 12.578 July 17 1500 
B 100.797 15.771 July 19 1100 
C l12.633 17.574 July 22 1600 
D 118.410 18.463 Jufy 23 1300 
E 123.105 19.508 July 24 1960 
E’ (Same aa E plus safety shield and cooling shroud) 

Prep&e Calibrations 

A number of differential regulating-rod and mass-adjustment-rod 
calibrations were performed. The maximum differential worth of the 
regulating rod wu 5.22~ /cm (13.27t /in.) and of the mass adjustment 
rod wan 12.0t /cm (3O.W /in.). The pulse-rod worth was determined 
from delayed-critical measurements with pulse rod in and out. me 
reactivity worth of various components is summarized in Table 4. 
Differences between the APRFR and CEF data as listed in Table 4 are 
to be apected becwse of the slightly different coru rmflguration at 
CEP, a8 dIecuseud in the foIlowing: 
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CompoBmta 
and serlrl Wet&, 
mmber8 t 

Hetght, :i. 
Cm b 

Fuel rlqp (0): 
7882-20-0115 5.750 1.274 (tap d 

Oory) 
7681~B9aoos 2.288 0.626 
7882-40-0109 8.637 l.w9 
7881-21-0001 11.084 2.657 
7&m-19-0883 10.416 2.22s 
7882-lR-0070 14.516 2.404 
7882-38-mM2 8.465 1.89s 
7881-l?-OOM 14.561 3.454 
7881-16-OUO7 12.272 2.753 

88.869 !fim?B t@.IB 

Bolta (9): 
7882-17-O&M 1.845 
7882-17-0065 1.841 
7882-17-0067 1.849. 
7882-17-0069 1.846 
7682-17-0072 L946 
7882-17-0073 1.849 
7682-17-0074 1.850 
7882-17-0076 1.842 
7882-17-0076 

Bubtotll 4% 

RCCh: 
hImural 

7882-17-0081 1.487 
xua edjwt- 

muatmcl 
7881-w4051 1.m 

Reeulruald 
7881-27-0062 0.763 

Safety block 

l6.610 

78i2-22-0085 16.730 
lhlbtoal 19.814 
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Tnble 4 
REACTXVITY WORTH OF REACTOR COAtPO!?E!‘fl% 

CQmpoac~ 
- 

Retlag d 
Yus edjustment rod 
PubBe rod 
Glory bole Uller 
safety tubet 
Thermoample itrerts (4) 
COOUIQ shroud and safety cage 
Displacement-gauge xnountirg plate 
Nttrcgen an 

Total 
worth,C CEF measurement,tC 

76.6 
172.4 
127.7 

24.5 
22.5 

6.0 
154 

Not present 
2.0 

72 
16U 

L 
No data available 

65 
l 

148 
4s 
. 

*These are sew components, and hence no CEF data are avallable. 
tThe safety tube was mounted farther away from the core bscaure of tb0 

cOre IMS; hence, Lta rrorth wan less at APRFR than at CEF. 

Diffmenar Between APRFR and CEF Assemblies 

‘Ibe various differences between the assemblies tested at CEF 
and APRFR can be divided into three broad categories. 

DIFFERENCES IN AUXILIARY COMPONENTS. The basic purpose of 
the test.&’ at CEF was to determine the pulse capabilities of the as- 
sembly and to check out the controls and instrumentation. Thus the CEF 
tests were more in #he nature of a physics experiment and calibration, 
plus check-out of instrumentation. The maximum pulse yield obtained 
at CEF was 3.7 x 10” fissions, and the data indicated the reactor could 
be operated with a maximum yield of about 2.1 x 10” fissions/pulse. 

At APRFR the aim of the preoperational tests was to obtain an 
operational reactor in such a configuration that would be a useful 
facility for its m ission, namely, the safe routine performance of high- 
yield pulses for radiation effects and other user-oriented experiment& 
The standard CEF pulse assembly was bare except for experimental 
equipment nearby; the standard APRFR assembly included cooling 
shroud, safety cage, safety tube, and glory hole liner as shown in 
Fig. 1. 

At CEF core-displacement gauges and a mounting plate were 
used during pulse operation. These gauges were used to obtain core- 
displacement data by Sandia and White Sands Missile Range person- 
nel.’ At APRF tttesc components were not used. 
CHANGES IN REACTOR DESIGN RESULTING FROM CEF EXPERI- 
ENCE. One of the purposes of the CEF tests wan to identify possible 
dtrign improvementa. A number of changes were thus made at ORNL. 
These are: 
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c’0r-c~ l3dl111~. In the CEF assembly the nine core bolts bolted into 
the bottom fuel plate. In the APRFR assembly the nine core bolts went 
through all fuel plates and were secured by Incontl nuts as shown in 
Fig. 1. This change was made as a result of core-disassembly diffi- 
culty following the tests at CEF. 

sqicly Block. In the CEF assembly the safety block started 
essentially at the top of the core. The safety block installed at APRFR 
bad been shortened; it started 0.889 cm b4ow the top of the core. 
This change was made to provide faster reactor shutdown upon wtth- 
drawal of the safety block. By moving the szfety block down into the 
core, initial safety-block withdrawal results in a greater rate of re- 
duction in reactivity than when it starts at the core surface. 

Tiwrrrmco~~~les. In the APRFR assembly the thermocouple holes 
and inserts in the center fuel plate were made larger but did not pene- 
trate through the fuel to the central hole in the core, as they did in the 
CEF assembly, and the thermocouple inserts were strengthened. This 
change was made to eliminate the stress concentration at the thermo- 
couples in place during design-yield pulse operation. During the tests 
at CEF, the fuel disks cracked at those locations, and the thermo- 
couple inserts would tend to bounce out of the core during higher yield 
pulse operation. 

Atlsr Rod. At CEF four different pulse rods were used at dif- 
ferent times: 

Pulse Outside Dynamic 
rod No. diameter. cm Length. cm Enrichment, ‘x worth, Q 

1 1.920 32.21 93.2 
2 1.920 25.40 93.2 S-7.5 
3 2.007 30.48 95.8 
4 2.007 25.40 97.8 110.5 

The high-enrichment rods were used to increase rod worth to produce 
the desired pulse yields. In general, pulse-rod worths at CEF were 
found to be lower than required for operation at design yield. For ths 
APRFR core the pulse-rod diameter was therefore increased, but 
enrfchmtnt MB kept at 93.2% The pulse rod used at APRFR tyirs 25.48 
cm long, and it had an outside diameter of 2.10 cm. The uranium was 
93.15% enriched in ?J. 

Core Plating. At CEF some fuel pieces were nickel pla ?d and 
others aluminum-ion plated. All fuel pteces supplled to APRFR were 
aluminum-ion plated at ORNL because of the superior experience With 
aluminum-ton-plated fuel obtained at both CEP’ and Sandia‘. 

MFFERENCES IN OVERALL REACTOR ENVIRONMENT. The APRFR 
was operated $13 8 reactor building of light-metal construction and at 8 
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distance of-242.6 cm above the floor so that neutron room return wan 
minfmleed. At CEF the experlmtnts were carried out ma room corn- 
plettlp shielded by thick concrete walls; but thecore was removed from 
the walls, so the room-return effect was thought to be small, At both 
APRF and CEF, instrumentation was present above the core, x&h ia 
tlxnqht to be the dominating room-return component. 

Core Atwosplrere and Cooliug. At CEF the assert&Q wss fn air 
at room temperature, and cooling following a pulse was provi&d by a 
fax~ At APRF cooling wan provided by forced air flor; -lUgher yield 
pulses the core was kept In a dry-nitrogen atmosphere &rriq a pulse 
to control stress-corroaicm cracking, as indicated bp researdr spots- 
sored by the Ballistics Research Laboratories (BRL) at tite Usfversity 
Of Arizone’ A dry-nitrogen atmosphere is also used at the Sandia 
Pulsed Reactor on the basis of similar considerations,’ 

PULSE OPERA?lON 

Initi8l Pulw Operation 

Pulse operation was begun on Aug. 12, 1968. Pe x-some1 present in- 
cluded APRF staff as well as ORNL specialists. The cbarmterietics 
of the reactor configuration used in this initial pulse operation are 
summarized in Table 5. Pulses 68-1 through 68-7 wsre of low yield 

Tsble 5 
CHARACTERISTICS OF REACTOR CONFIGURATION ISED 

DURIKi INITIAL PULSE OPERATION 

Codipr8Uon ddgn8tIoa P 
Core bdgbt. cm mm 
Sifety-block beigbt. cm 20.47 
Pui8e-rod leqgb. cm 25.40 
PuLe-rod diameter, cm 2.1a 
Pui8e-rod enrichment. % 95.15 
Pulse-rod msea, k6 1~407 
Total fuel mass on rssembly (in~ludipg 811 rods). kg trti.3S3 
Height of core center above floor, cm 242B 
Auxtliaxy components Installed: 

CooUng h-ou& mafety cage, 8afeIy tube, glory bale 
her. snd nitrogen an 

lad vere umd to check out the btrumentation. Pk@m 6%7 mu the 
ftrd for which 8 core-temperature rise was obmwei. Eight more 
pulms were tM8ined in this series, culminating in palw (LB-19 with 
8 yield of 12.6 x 10” iluicm. Another pulse. 68-18,lmd bee5 8cheduled 
but wa8 rmt performed. From the data obtdned from thMafWlMe, tt 
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was determined #at large negative reactivity adjustments of the order 
of -15c had to be made prior to each pulse to obtain the desired pulse 

- yield. 
It is desirable to attain the des&n yield by making a small reac- 

tivity adjustment, It was therefore determined that the pulse rod was 
too large and that its worth bad to he reduced. This reduction in worth 
was accomplished by increasing the adaptor to reduce the length of the 
pulse rod in the core when fully seated. The pulse rod was a necessary 
assembly item; its length was to he determined during these tests. 
Based on pulse rod in vs. out measurements at delayed critical, the new 
pulse-rod worth was determined to be 110.34. This method of reducing 
pulse-rod worth is in error for pulse operation with the rod drive situ- 
ated above the core since the rod will go through a reactivity maxlmum 
before reaching its Zully seated positkm. Both configurations assembled 
for these tests were in error inthis regard. The pulse rod went through 
a small reactivity maximum in the first configuration (core P) arxl 
through a larger maximum with the longer adaptor. With this new 
pulse-rod configuration, a new series of pulses was obtained. Pulse 
68-19 was scheduled but not performed owing to delays with instru- 
mentation calibrations. Pulses 68-20 through 68-22 were sub-prompt 
critical, whereas pulses 68-23 thmugh 68-29 ranged in yield from 
I.79 x 10” fissions to 12.26 x 1O”fissions. The delayed critical prompt- 
neutron decay constant was about 0.64) wsec-’ compared with 0.55 
pS4%-’ at CEF. This pulse history failed to reveal that the pulse rod 
was going through a reactivity maximum before reaching its !ully 
seated position. pulse-. 69-29 wasfged.m-Sept 5 1968. Its yield of - .z-1-q _-_. .__._ ___ 
12.26 x 10“ fissions was satisfnctorily close to the expected IS.2 X 10“ _ _, “..-.---. -.- -__-.... __I_ __,_, ..__ ._.._,___._,_, _ ._~_ .-. 
fissions. An aseembly in which tie pllse rod goes through a reactivity 
k&Gm before being !ully seated can operate for some time without 
incident and apparently in a reproducible manner. Eventually a Pulse 
will be initiated when the @se rod hasa reactivity worth that is higher 
than its value tn the seated positioaq and a larger than ax~ectsd yield 
WillkObtnined 

This situation apparently held for all pubes up to 68-30. 2’4~ 
probability that the pulse would be initiated just a8 the pulse rod 
passed through its reactivity maximum depends upon a number of hc- 
tora, including background emurce level, reactivity insertho rate, and 
total reactivity being a&led. In general, the probability that initiation 
will occur Lacreattes 8s reactivity rates and reactivity lncr8MS; there- 
fore, 10 the APRFR assembly was being taken to its target yield of 
2.1 x IO” fissions, this probabiUty increased sharply. The quantlmve 
relatiom involved ln thts pro&m are currently beti daermiaed 
more clomly in uxmectioa with a delayed-critical expertment at 
API%?. 
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Occurrence of Maximum Yield Pulu 
- Plans were made on the morning of Sept. 6, 1968, to fire pulse 

68-30. A physiral inspection of the reactor was made thai morning; 
nothing unusual was noted. A new nitrogen bottle, which feeds the 
pneumatic supply for the neutron start-up source and pulse rod, was 
connected. It is also used to provide a nitrogen atmosphere immedi- 
ately preceding and following a pulse. A heavy rain the evening before 
had caused some puddles on the reactor building floor but not close to 
the reactor. 

The prepulse calibrations and preparations were being made under 
the direction of the ORNL reactor specialist and the APRFR reactor 
supervisor. As usual a delayed critical configuration was established 
as part of the pulse sequence. and no significant changes were ob- 
served since the previous pulse 68-29. A number of other APRFR 
personnel were in the control room, data-acquisition room. snd the 
technical office of the control building. 

According to the established procedures, the reactivity insertion 
step over the previous one should be about 0.50. “J?Je insertion was- _-__ ._. .._ ..__ -. 
@.95c~,.-Wich ..yas .36$C above -the 7.41C .of pulse 68-29. This increase __.._-. 
was acceptable. From the extrapolation of previous pulse data, this 
increase should have produced a yield of 1.68 x 10” fissions. The 
pulse occurred at 1058, and t!le following events were noted: 

1. The pulse instrumentation went off scale: Thermocouple re- 
corder on 1200°F scale, photodiode readout on oscilloscopes and tape. 

2. A scaler used to measure the wait time between time zero on 
preburst timer and pulse signal from photodiode read 0.07415 sec. 
This is evidence that the pulse was initiated before being fully seated. 
Tbe time required for the pulse rod to seat is about 0.09 sec. 

2. The reactor assembly appeared intact as seen on the TV 
screens and had shaker. only slightly following the pulse. However, a 
persistent glow was observed near where fuel pieces could be seen, 
namely, at the thermocouple holes and around the safety-tube holes 
near the scrammed safety block. 

4. The safety block scrammed, and all other rods withdrew 
normally. 

5. All scram circuits functioned. 
6. Radiation levels were normal for a high-yield pulse. 
7. The pulse rod “in” light did not activate. The safety-block 

magnet light did not go out even though the safety-block drive bad gone 
down as it should bsve. 

The core bsd been placed in a nitrogen atmosp&re prior to tbs 
pulse. This was kept on trickle until 1114, when it wss turned ofit 
prevent the possible spread of contamination. The reactor cooling sys= 
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tern was also left off to preverpt the possible spread of contamination. 
The 1200°F thermocouple recorder came back on scale 23 min. after 

_ the p&se. The in-core thermscouple was apparently not significantly 
damaged. Radiation levels and the state of the reactor indicated that 
there was no danger of releme of radioactivity and that the reactor 
was shutdown. First entry into the reactor building was made at 1234 
by two members of the reactor operations staff and the health physicist. 
No water was near the core. The floor beneath the reactor had been 
covered with white absorbent paper. A sulfur pellet, exposed to deter- 
mhe yield, was retrieved at 1252. The core assembly machine was 
placed below the safety tube and core to prevent the core from falling 
to the ground in the event the core bolts were broken. (They were not.) 
The facility was secured at 1555. 

Subsequent inspection showed mo loosened or missing components 
on the reactor structure. The dry-nitrogen-gas supply was investigated; 
it showed no evidence of having been able to supply moisture. 

Preliminary analysis showed that the yield was about 6 x 10” fis- 
sions and that the initial period was about 10 psec. The melting point 
of the fuel (1150°C) had been exceeded; thus the safety limit of the 
APRF technical specifications of 1000°C had been exceeded. The 
required notifications were made that afternoon by the facility super- 
visor. 

Chrroctafistics of Maximum Yield Pulse 

The yield of pulse 66-36 was 6.09 x 10” fissions as determined 
from a sulfur pellet. The initial period as taken~~fqq~~~~~qpe trace m - -.-__I -- -- .__..._.- -i.-” -- 
was 9.1 psecg;tving an alpha of 11 x 1O’sec . The core reached the - ---- -^___^_” -- - .----_-. _____ ___.._ ___ 
alloy melting point of 1150°C. Extrapolation from pulse width ath_91_f- 
9l.aximutn._vq~~r~~,.~ata indicated awidth of_&F6.&Ugec, The reactivity 
required to produce 6.09 x MO” fissions was extrapolated from the 
existing yield vs. reactivity data to ~-$Jo~Jo,-& 

The results of inspection of the pulse rod after pulse 68-30 are 
S~OWII in Fig. 2. If we ssssu~~ed that the center of the black portion of 
the pulse rod was in fhe center of the core during the Pulse. then the 
25.40-cm-long rod was 1.76 cm above the top of the 20.09-cm-high 
core and ended 3.61 cm below the mre at the time pulse 68-30 initiated. 

‘Ihe insertion time of the pulse rod was 90 msec. The pulse timer 
indicated that the pulse initiated 74.15 msec following insertion. The 
rod wp8 therefore 15.85 msee born seating. The rod was 4.52 cm above 
it6 seated poeition, which is 8.18 cm below the bottom of tie core. 
‘Lberefore the bottom of the rod was 8.18 minus 4.52, or 3.86 cm, 
below the core, and the top was 1.65 cm above the top of the core. 
This is consistent with the data cleduced in the previous PaWKX%@ 
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Fig. Z-Sketch oj pulse-nxi discoloration following pulse 68-30. 

Table 6 
REMOTE-AREA MONITOR READINGS FOLLOWXNG PULSE 68-30 

MOYdtOl- 

Dose rate 
2 min. 

after pulse 

Dose rate Dose nte 
10 min. 20 mtn. 

after pulse after pulse 

Air-intake structure 750 mr/hr 60 mr/hr 18 mr/hr 
Entrance to control building 70 mr/hr 10 mr/hr 1 mr/hr 
Vestibule None detectable 
Entrance to sh ielded access  tunnel 0.4 mr/hr 
Control room None detectable 
Instrument trailer room None detectable 
Entrance to reactor building None detectable 
Reactor building, near stairs *lo0 r/hr 50 r/hr 25 r/hr 
Outdoor tectt s ite Not operatirrg 
Reactor handllqc device 150 r/hr 50 r/hr Pluctuatlng 

Radiation levela were normal for a pulse of this y ield, which is  
three times the projected maximum operational y ield. The following 
data were obtained by the BRL health physics  staff. Table 6 gives the 
dose rate measured by the 10 APRF remote-area monitora at var ious 
times after pulse 68-50. The measured dose rates and the way in 
which the &me rates decreased with time were normal for a pub 
pielding 6 x  IO ” fbsiane. 

The APRF is  bounded by a warning fence located at a radius of 
1500 yd from the reactor. The total dose at this txudary c lue to j3ulee 
88-30 VU calculated to be 0.75 mrem; this is  approximately three 
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times greater than the dose expected from a glrrmal p&e yielding 
2 x 10” fissions. The total of 0.15 mrem ir tl5e nun of the neutron 
and gamma dose delivered during the pulse (0.25 mzrem) and a gamma 
dose (approximately 0.5 mrem) delivered after tbe pulse, due to the 
residual activity of the reactor core. The Aberdeen Proving Ground 
boundary nearest the location of the reactor is 0.0 miles to the north- 
west.. The total dose at this point due to pulse 68-30 is calculated to 
be 0.67 mrem. 

In the APRF control building a particulate air monitor draws 8 
continuous sample from the return duct of the control build.ing’s fresh- 
air supply through a fixed particulate fiIter, Thts monitor showed no 
increase in air activity in the control building due to lmlse 68-30. 

In the APRF reactor building radioactive! particulate matter is 
formed by neutron activation In the reactor &iId.ing during operations. 
Continuous sampling of reactor-building air is aceemplished via a bose 
that runs from the reactor building to a par&We air monitor located 
in the trailer tunnel of the control building. Immediately following p&e 
68-30, this monitor indicated a rapid increase in air activity in the 
reactor room. The rate at which the activity increased and the level it 
reached were normal for a pulse yielding 6 x ld’ fissions. Approxi- 
mately 50 min after pulse 6&SO, a 24-min sample was cut from the 
filter of the particulate air monitor. Analysis of this sample indicated 
an air concentration of 1.4 x lo-’ tic/cm’ for beta-gamma activity 
and 5.9 x 1O-15 PC/cm’ for alpha activity. A plot was made of activity 
vs. time which indicated that the beta-gamma activity was decaying 
with a 36-min half-life and the alpha activity with a SS-min half-life. 
Further analysis of this air sample indicated that long-lived alp&a 
emitters were not present. 

The stack monitor draws a continilous sample from the stack dis- 
charge through a particulate filte- and czhmmal-iodine trap. Analysis 
of the filter and charcoal indicated the presence of UJL Analysis of the 
charcoal indicated an average “‘I concentration of 1.8 x 10-i@ @c/cm” 
in the 5-hr postpulse stack discharge, resulting in a release of 200 w 
of “9 to the environment. 

No increase in air activity was measured at three continuous 
air monitors located 1.25, 5.9, and 12.2 miles from the APRF. Ib- 
posure of all personnel was kept within normal occupational level& 
In summary, these preoperational tests of the APRFR, including the 
maximum yield pulse, ha; .’ not significantly cm&rib&d to the ambient 
radioactivity levels in the APFtF environment. 

Effects of the pulse on the physical eendition of the core and PO- 
actor components are summarized under Sumnary of Damyo to 
Reactor. 
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ANALYSIS OF CAUSE OF MAXIMUM YIELD PULSE 

Probable Cause of Maximum Yield Pulse 

Analyses made to date indicate that the extra reactivity required to 
produce 6.09 x 10” fissions was present because of the position ofthe 
pulse rod. The maximum reactivity worth of the pulse rod is ohhked 
when this rod is positioned approximately symmetrically in the core. 
The reactor must be designed and operated such that the pulse rod 
does not go through a reactivity maximum as a function of time, This 
criterion was not met in either of the two reactor configurations as- 
sembled for these tests. 

A postulated qualitative set of differential pulse-rod-worth curves 
I.: S~IWII in Fig. 3. Lines A and B are the dynamic worths of the pulse 

C 

T:%F 
DISTANCE BOTTOM 

OF CORE 

Fzg.J-- Postulakd di)j>rential pulse-rod reactivity cumes. @olol to scuieJ 

rod when fully seated for the two reactor configurations. For the first 
pulst-rod position the rod went through a maximum of zt . A differen- 
tial pulse-rod calibration is required for the exact geometry to deter- 
mine 2. An estimate for z is about 2~ on the basis of CEF data In this 
configuration a pulse would have been initiated before the pulse rod 
fully seated sooner or later, and an extra 2~ at 2 x 10” fissions would 
have resulted in -S.5 x 10” fissions. Moving the pulse rod down below 
the top of the core changed the position of the pulse-rod fuel relative to 
that of the core and reduced the pulse-rod worth by the amomtt x 
(2.88-cm steel vs. U-10 wt.%, MO). This caused the pulse rodb go 
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through a larger maximum of magnitude y before being seated. These 
effects may well account for the extra reactivitv required to produce 
the increase to 6.M x IO” fisstons from the planned 1.68 r. lOiT fis- 
sions for pulse 68-30, namely ---- .J -10~. The above model seems to _Y_ - 
explain the observed events; however, further measurements and 
analysis, including a critical experiment, are required to establish 
more firmly the exact quantitative relations involved in pulse 68-30. 

Other Postulated Sources of Unplrnned Reactivity Additions 

A number of other possible causes for the maximum pulse were 
analyzed and rejected as not having been able to provide the necessary 
excess reactivity. The possible causes examined include 

1. Dislocation of auxiliary component. 
2. Dropping of mass adjustment rod or regulating rod during wait 

period. 
3. Presence of foreign object. 
4. Erroneous safety-block seating. 
5. Water from nitrogen supply. 
6. Error in prepulse control-rod settings. 

SUMMARY OF DAMAGE TO REACTOR 

The fuel pieces assembled for the reactor configuration existing 
for pulse 68-30 are listed in Table 3. Following pulse 68-30 the core 
was partially disassembled and inspected. Further inspection and de- 
tailed metallurgical examination of selected pieces are planned. Visual 
inspection to date has revealed no signs of further cracks or crack 
propagation owing to stress corrosion or other causes. The damage 
is summarized in the following paragraphs. 

Fuel Rings 

The condition of the fuel rings is summarized in Table 7. The 
three top and bottom rings showed only small damage. The four rings 
fused together at the inside diameter could probably be separated 
without much difficulty, but this has not been attempted since these 
rings are being used in a critical experiment. 

All bolts showed only very slight dimensional changes and no 
visible cracks; they came out easily following pulse 68-90 in contra& 
with the experience at CEF where considerable difficulty was experi- 
enced in removing halts which had bound together in the bottom ring. 
The condition of the bolts is summarized in Table 8. The present 
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Table 7 
CQNDlTlON OF FL’EL RINGS FOLLOWIPKI PULSE 68-30 

Fuel-riw Rei&l, WeIghl,* 
serial fnmbcr Cm c ComlllIoa 

iUUQ-20-0115 1.2727 6.760 

7611-YL)-80011 O.bS 2.288 

i882-404103 I.@33 8.637 

7881-21-6001 2.667 11.654 
PUllI-IY-UUW 2.3PU 10.116 
7*)6?-1f+cK70 3.404 14.516 
irlU?-3U-iPlXL? 1.895 8.465 
iE)B:-I"-OOM 3.4lii 14.561 

i681-16-0007 2.753 12.272 

Total 20.033 88.869 

No vlstble cracks, &ghlly warped; 
bottom I&de diameter rllghtiy 
charred. 

No vlrtblc cracks. cbarrd inal& 
dlamcter. 

No vlalble cracks, cl&red l~ide 
diameter. 

Spalllng around l&de dismctcr. 
Cracks vlalble between each boll 

md rod bole lo the inside dlam- 
cler of lop three platea; no vls- 
lble cracks on outs Id c: IIW~& 
cd plates charred aed Pure%! to- 
gether. 

No vlrtble crrcka, ~ligblly warp6d; 
top iasIde dlrmeter allgbtly 
charred. 

‘Prepulse dml8. 
trap d core. 

Table 8 
CONDXTION OF FUEL BOLTS FOLMWIK; PULSE 68-30 

Bolt Wetght.’ Necked, t Elor@lioo.t 
serld aumber 4l mm mm 

7682-17-0064 l.tU5 0.2 3.0 
7882-17-0065 l.Wl 0.3 3.7 
7882-li-0067 1.849 0.4 3.1 
7662-17-0069 1.845 0.2 3.3 
7882-17-0072 1.645 0.3 3.0 
7882-17-0073 1.649 0.4 3.5 
?682-17-0074 1.850 0.5 3.7 
7882-17-0075 1.642 0.6 3.1 
7862-li-0076 1.844 0.2 3.8 

TOtd rs.slo 

l Prepub~ measurement. 
therye measuremenl u compared with draWi*. 
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experienre shows the advantage of the prwr& nut-and-bolt de&g&; 
compared with the earlier assembly of mg the bdotts into the 
bottom ring. 

Cent4 Ehtomts 

The safety block melted at the hot spot, avdt showed gross mate- 
-Hal deformation. The regulating rod and f#e mass adjustment rod 
s&wed bows of 0.6 and 0.2 mm. reqecM&j~ the pulse rod bow& 
2.1 mm. 

Auxiliary Components 

The control-rod lmers, the safety-bloctknger, and thermocouple 
LnsettR will be replaced. It is exj.x!cted Le eafety tube will be 
modified. It is planned to replace the -port ring and three 
core-support rode wen though these show rtgvk&le damage (these are 
iwxpewivc items). AU rod drivels appear tok4amaged. 

cocsausIoNs 

Tke high-yield pulse of Sept. 6, 1968, &,v& a yield three times 
larger than authorized, did not result in ay dretectable external or 
a&borne radiation hazards, swr did it caua~overexposure8 of any 
personnel. Damage was essentially limitedfbf3el pieces, and damage 
to the reactor in general is small. 

The efficient and timely implementatiof4 facility emergency 
procedures proved that the procedures were we&l organized and effec- 
tive and the operations and health physics persaanel well trained The 
APRF staff quickly evaluated the situation aaul &id not overreact. No 
emergency equipment or off-site person& were called to the scene 
since none were required. A number of actkv@are presently in prog- 
ram to make the APRFR fully operational. 

Plk8RwrmeIIts 8t odry8d critic8l To E8taMidl avretivky in 
c6r88tTinwofPuh86mo 

For confirmtng the hypothesis that the pnbre-rod posfttonin$ cawed 
the maximum pulse and for determining moreaeeurately the reactivity 
in the core for pulse 6840, a number of t%f&&ions at delayed crfti- 
crt are required. 

MfferentiaJ- rod-worth curve6 till be oM&5d on all -pulse 
tad, regulat@ rod, and ma86 adjwtment aQB. The regulattng-rod and 
mur-adjustment rod cures rill be uaedaa l#zc-line meafWem0nt.a 
to comjzare with exbting curves. The pu&-Mcurve~, using several 
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adaptors. vi11 be used to determine the reacMQmaxima. Core F has 
been reassembled to check physical compdihR@of all parts, and this 
critical experiment can be performed with tkqxesent damaged core, 
provided another safety block is used. The sa&@.idock used during the 
experiments at CEF is available for this purp.The reactor will, of 
course. not be pulsed during these measuremnf& at and near delayed 
critical. 

Repair of Cora 

As discussed in the preceding section, a%wd fuel pieces will be 
shipped to ORNL for inspection, remachfrdak or replacement as 
required. 

Inspection of Reactor System 

A complete inspection of the mechanic&lad electronic reactor 
system is being made. Studies are under q BJ investigate position 
reproducibility of all moving part5 and theirreactivity effects. Addi- 
tions and modifications to instrumentation, &reMting reactivity and 
core-temperature measurement channels, are&&g considered. 

bsign and Operation Modifications 

The reactor design and operation arc Being modified so that 
pulse-rod motion as well as all other rod x&W18 will always result 
in monotonically increasing reactivity as a &action of time. Changes 
are being considered which would facilits& R&e-rod differential 
calibrations and improve reproducibility of ol&r components, such as 
the safety block. The environmental control c#Xk core and its instru- 
mentation is being examined; different auxim components, such as 
cooling shroud, safety cage, safety tube, andnSmgen, will be integrated 
into one system. 

Technical Report 

A technical report will be issued follow& completion of all data 
analysis including completion of the critic& experiment discussed 
previously. 

In summary, operation of the APRFR ted&e has shown the basic 
eoundnees of the overall core design and xez&anical systems. The 
reactor behaved considerably better than m&B he expected at a per- 
formance level well above current routine Iis&. On the other hand, a 
number of modifications in design, instrumeuW6u, and operating pro- 
cedurer are clearly necessary. These will hWribed tn detail once 
they are finalized and implemented. 
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MSCussloN 

WIIBON: Did you not make amy calculations of the vorthofthe 
burst rod as a function of position prior to the operation of the reactor 7 

KAZT: Measurements Were made of total-in UIcltotal-out reactivity 
vorth at delayed critical. 

ZITEK: You indicated that the previous bursts gave 12.3 x 10” v8. 
13.3 x IO” Zierriona predicted according to a curve. What was that curve 3 

KAZI: The curve, for ample, of the temperature 16. reactivity, 
where the temperature is proportional to yield or something like sulfur 
yield. The main curve we were using was yield vs. reactivity insertion. 
The previous history did not give any clue that we were going through a 
reactitity maximum simply because all the pulses initiated a couple oi 
lnmclred millisecond8 8fter the pulse rod was fully inserted. So t!h im 
redly a we where the jm8t hi8tm-y to that point gave no hdicrtion tht 
ve v*re rumhg t!wough thir maximum; the onlywry that cam be plck8d 
IIpl8thlWghprcviau-AUC’M. 


